
This Title Can Be Any Color
Just make sure it’s easy to read

Welcome!
We’ll get started at 9 a.m. ET. 

● Introduce yourself using the Chat feature.
● Select  “All panelists and attendees” before 

sending your message.
● Use the Q&A tool to ask questions.

 



Webinar Guidelines 

• Comments → Chat

• Questions → Q&A

• If experiencing 
audio/technical issues, 
leave webinar + rejoin

• Webinar recordings + 
slides on Academy Hub 
page in 24 hrs
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This session is delivered by:

Learning & Engagement 

Officer 
jadams@globalgiving.org

Program Fellow 

jfischer@globalgiving.org
AMANC Project Maji Foundation



ENHANCE 

1

BUILD 

2
APPLY 

3

Online Fundraising 
Academy Objectives



That’s why this year, we have taken the homework out of 
Facebook and into Google Drives, a free service to store 

documents and collaborate

We want to help you successfully 
apply & store your knowledge





1
Keep the email for 

your unique 
homework url in 

Google drive

2
 Fill in that week’s 

homework

3
Make sure to check 

back and peer 
review your pair’s 

homework

The simple steps to completing 
homework each week



There is a survey link 
in the chat: this will 
tell us whether you 

want to opt in to 
homework. The link 

will also be in the post 
session email

Homework



Oswaldo, our Mexican Consultant is 
facilitating a Spanish speaking recap 

session immediately after this.
Registration link in the chat.

Mexico & Latin America Partnerships Consultant.



Photo: The Nyaka AIDS Orphans Project 

Session 1: Fundraising for Year-End Success



● To understand the importance 
of the year-end fundraising 
period

● To understand tools that help us 
analyze our context

● To build a fundraising strategy 
that accurately works towards 
our goals

● To learn from Project Leaders’ 
experience in year-end 
fundraising
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Why is Year-End 
Fundraising So Important?

● About 30% of annual giving 
occurs in December 

● Time of year with increased 
spirit of generosity

● Tax benefits for donors in 
certain countries 





1/3
Of annual 

giving occurs in 
December

12%
Of all giving 

happens in the last 
THREE days of the 

year!

1-3
Average # of donor 

“touches” in a 
year-end campaign 



GlobalGiving Year-End 
Trends

● $278,000 went to our partners 
in the form of GlobalGiving gift 
cards in December of 2019

● 1,386 unique projects received 
redemptions of these gift cards 
in December of 2019

● Gift card spike usually starts in 
November!

● Our corporate partnership team 
is working to secure more gift 
card deals than ever this year. 



GlobalGiving’s 
#GivingTuesday 

Campaign

Dec. 1
00:00:00 – 23:59:59 ET



#GivingTuesday 
Incentive Fund

• $1,000,000 Incentive Fund

• Proportionally divided based on the 
percentage of the total funds you raise 
on #GivingTuesday

• The projects that bring in the most 
dollars will win the largest slice

• Every participating project will earn 
something!

• ELIGIBILITY: Active Partner, Leader, 
and Superstar organizations



https://www.globalgiving.org/recurring-donations-matched/


Thank You Notes & Segmented Project Appeals
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strategy 

success



Visualize Goals

Design SMART 
goals with 
your team

The Context

Study the 
context you’re 
working from

Analyze Barriers

Analyze the 
opportunities 
and threats

Build Tactics

Build paths to 
success with 
your team

Effective Planning
Do this with your team!



Understanding the 
difference between 
goals, objectives, 

and tactics is 
crucial for building 

an effective 
strategy.



Visualize Goals

Design SMART 
goals with 
your team

The Context

Study the 
context you’re 
working from

Analyze Barriers

Analyze the 
opportunities 
and threats

Build Tactics

Build paths to 
success with 
your team

Effective Planning
Do this with your team!



Goals are desired outcomes, such as:
● Raising 30% of our year to date 2020 by the end of December

● Doubling our email subscription in the next 6 months



Strategies are prescriptive plans or methods of achieving stated goals
● Spend $100 on social media ads to achieve x

● Release a new storyline about our cause to inform new donors of x



Specific
Measurable

Action-Oriented
Realistic

Time-Bound

SMART 
is an acronym



• Set ambitious but possible 
goals

• Work backwards to lay 
out how you’ll achieve this 
goal 

• When will you take these 
actions?

• Who do you need to 
prepare on your 
fundraising team for this 
goal?



Visualize Goals

Design SMART 
goals with 
your team

The Context

Study the 
context you’re 
working from

Analyze Barriers

Analyze the 
opportunities 
and threats

Build Tactics

Build paths to 
success with 
your team

Effective Planning
Do this with your team!



PESTLE ANALYSIS



Visualize Goals

Design SMART 
goals with 
your team

The Context

Study the 
context you’re 
working from

Analyze Barriers

Analyze the 
opportunities 
and threats

Build Tactics

Build paths to 
success with 
your team

Effective Planning
Do this with your team!





Keys to success with PESTLE & SWOT

• Draw simple conclusions Avoid the 
tendency to gather lots of data and 
creating large reports that are difficult to 
digest. 

• Test your analysis with others: Ask 
peers to do the same exercise and 
compare their views with your findings. 
Ask outsiders!

• Be nuanced: Include all details, from 
the smallest, like team discussions, to 
large ones (e.g. new government 
regulation).

• Repeat the analysis: Your work will 
show new learnings and factors will 
come up. Results may surprise you, & 
help you to reconsider your current 
strategy.



Analysis isn’t everything

Your intuition is important to your cause. You can feed that 
intuition by asking questions to your team, and internalising 

their views



Visualize Goals

Design SMART 
goals with 
your team

The Context

Study the 
context you’re 
working from

Analyze Barriers

Analyze the 
opportunities 
and threats

Build Tactics

Build paths to 
success with 
your team

Effective Planning
Do this with your team!



Segment communications Build fundraising advocates Be honest about your 
budget- but prioritise some

Fundraising tactics (covered 
in later OFA sessions)



Example timeline: strategic year-end campaign

Sep Review your impact/ activities to date to find new information

Sep Review your messaging and campaign materials

Sep Build the campaign strategies based on analysis

Oct Approve your budget for year-end spending activities

Oct Scope out & effectively prepare your fundraising  advocates

Oct Do a basic segmentation of your audience by when they donated

Oct Update & distribute your campaign materials to advocates

Nov Do you have donors from November last year? Target them now!

Dec #GivingTuesday!

Dec Target donors that start donating towards the end of December

Jan   Take the time to sit down with team for an After Action Review



WHY SET METRICS?



Metrics are standards of measurement that capture the efficacy, 
performance, or quality of a plan, or process. Applies to any situation where 

the purpose is to keep track of progress against a goal



Metrics:

● Align your team’s 
projects and ideas

● The quicker you collect 
data, the quicker you 
can compare process 
& performance



      

      



If you commit to 
writing up your notes 

and plans, & schedule a 
team debrief meeting, 
you’ll have a revised 

strategy ready to go in 
2021!
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STRATEGIES 

• MARKETING
• FUNDING



VISITING



OUR FACILITIES

Supporting the 
families with:

• Getting medicines 

• Transportation fees

• Shelter and food 

• Complementary services 
such as (dental check, 
psychology, schooling, 
physiotherapy)

• Food 

• Funeral and transfer fees
 



GRATITUDE 
& 

TRANSPARENCY





EVENTS 
&

DONATIONS







THANKS FOR 
YOUR 

ATTENTION
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Our (2019) Year-end Online 
Fundraising Success Story

PROJECT 
MAJI



What did we achieve?

From December 6, 
2019-January 7, 2020, 
Project Maji raised a 
total of $41,725 via 

Global Giving

Macro-donation: 
$ 36,750

Micro-donations: 
$ 4,975



Our SMART Fundraising Goal

Our goal was to raise $5,000 as a result of our year-end 
fundraising in 2019

• Specific [$5000 in 31 days]
• Measurable
• Actionable
• Realistic [Average amount raised via campaigns: 
$2000-3000] 

• Time-bound [31 days]



What set us up for success?
• Overarching Strategy

 
Our fundraising efforts were marked by one overarching 
theme (#SeasonofGiving) and three major campaigns/events: 

✔Kyrie Irving’s 11 Days of Giving Campaign | PM was vetted 
online by his team and then selected as the chosen cause

✔ #GivingTuesday 
✔Our Founder’s 50th birthday (Sunil Lalvani, fundraiser)



• Planning ahead: content creation, distribution & 
timely execution

Channel Purpose

Social Media Build up towards a big ask

E-mail Marketing Final Push/Big ask

Strategy Execution



Content Calendar
Creating a content calendar was the second most important step



#SeasonofGiving 
Instagram Post 

Copy: When you give the gift of 
clean water you give back 
precious time for mothers to 
spend with their families. Let’s 
give big this season with the 
gift of clean water!
 #givethegiftofcleanwater #givi
ngthegiftoftime #joyofgiving #
giveitforward

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/givethegiftofcleanwater/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/givingthegiftoftime/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/givingthegiftoftime/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/joyofgiving/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/giveitforward/
https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/giveitforward/


Day 6 of Kyrie 
Irving’s 11 Days 
of Giving 

Campaign
(Macro-donor)



#GivingTuesday 

Instagram Post
(Micro-donors)



Reena and 
Sunil Lalvani’s 
50th birthday 
fundraiser

(Micro-donors)



Final Push: 

Newsletter – 
“A year in 
review”



• We have made the responsible decision of eliminating social 
events from our year-end fundraising 

• COVID-relevant fundraising
✔ Ramping up our aggressive handwashing campaign
✔ Using our presence in vulnerable rural communities in Ghana 

and Kenya to support hand hygiene and shielding people 
from a potential outbreak

✔ Capacity-building approach keeping in mind social 
distancing 

How has COVID-19 changed our 
year-end fundraising? 



Change in 
fundraising tactics

✔ Reporting the impact we are 
creating at the frontline | 
attaching an ask to this

✔ Focusing on leading with 
empathy

✔ Closing with care: Sending 
customized “thank you and stay 
safe” videos to donors



Our year-end fundraising 
goal for 2020 

2019 2020

• Our goal was to raise $5000 
in 31 days

• Our goal is to reach 50,000 
people with our 
handwashing training and 
soap distribution drive 
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Oswaldo, our Mexican Consultant is 
now running a Spanish speaking 

recap session.
Link in the chatbox if you want to go 

& haven’t registered yet! 

Mexico & Latin America Partnerships Consultant.

He’s great.



Next week at the same time, we’ll discuss how to level up your 
donor mapping with in depth analysis 

Next Session: Inspiring New 
Networks Of Supporters



We’ll post the survey again 
for homework in the chat. 

You can expect emails 
with your homework in 

the next 24 hours

Deadline: 16th of September





Notice how the box 
kinda matches the 
color in the photo.



of donors do this thing.



of donors do this thing.



This Title Can Be Any Color
Just make sure it’s easy to read



 
general info



Coronavirus

• In previous 3 months, US & UK 
donors have switched to a one time 
donation rather than recurring 
donations

• Donors are giving to causes they 
have had no relationship with 
before & have no relationship to 
coronavirus

• Prioritise asking your donors for 
their one donation, rather than 
strategic relationship building

• Be confident in the prospect of new 
donors! Be authentic with your 
mission. Why is it a priority for 
people right now?

Analysis Relevant to you



Causes that are 
contentious/ polarised 
during election periods 
are prioritised reactively 
by donors

Election 
Effect



We can’t see the future! But 
we can:

● Set up Google/RSS alerts

● Prepare language for a 
scenario showing how 
your project links to 
recovery efforts 
(psychosocial support)

Disaster 
Events



Analysis tools are useful in better mapping the world around us



Tips for Great Slides

• Make sure that you proofread everything.

• Be consistent. If you’re using one section divider slide 
or title slide, use that same design throughout.

• Less is more. The info will be easier for your audience 
to digest if there is ONE point per slide and limited 
bulleted lists and long copy. It’s okay to have a longer 
deck of slides.



Two Columns of Text

• You can have two columns if 
that makes it easier to read

• You can have two columns if 
that makes it easier to read

• You can have two columns if 
that makes it easier to read

• You can have two columns if 
that makes it easier to read

• You can have two columns if 
that makes it easier to read

• You can have two columns if 
that makes it easier to read



Don’t make a slide deck that doesn’t 
use any of the styling provided in these 
examples

Don’t use low quality photos that look 
pixelated or don’t look like our other 
photos

Don’t use other fonts or colors outside 
of our brand

Don’t use animated GIFs or clip art 
(unless it’s for an internal presentation)

Stuff You Should/Shouldn’t Do

Use these checkmark and X icons 
(along with the other icons at the end 
of this slide deck

Use colorful, quality, people-oriented 
photos whenever possible

Use our fonts and colors

Adjust the slides to make them your 
own and fit your content



1. If you’re making a list, keep each thing short and concise

2. The text can be centered or left aligned

3. If you have a period after each point, make sure you’re 
consistent and have a period after each point, or no periods.

4. Adjust the size of the text accordingly. Always test your slides on 
a screen that’s the size you’ll be presenting on.

Slide Title: Can be Any Color



These example slides are meant to be a guide for you. You can 
use the tips and layouts but also feel free to create your own or 

adjust them as needed.

Unsure about whether a fun new slide you made is brand 
compliant? Just ask the designer.

Remember:



You are not locked into using these exact layouts. You shouldn’t 
stray too far from what they look like but if you want to use a 

combinations of the elements provided to make your own layout, go 
for it. You may think of something new that everyone wants to use!

Be creative.



As you go through this slide deck, please don’t pay any attention 
to any of the words on the slides or what the photos are. These 

are just general examples for you to get an idea of how they 
should each be used. 

Everything in This Is Fake



 
nonprofits  donors  companies 

 funding, tools, 
training, and support 

 







Clean + Simple



Things that are cool 
about kittens

• They’re cuddly

• They are kinda mean

• They have hair

• They have eyeballs

• Kittens are crazy

• Cats are just grown up 
kittens

• They smell funny

• They poop in boxes



Your audience will be more engaged 
and understand more if you make 
each slide simple and digestible.



This is an example of what an objective slide could look 
like. You can change the color if you want, or change the 

text sizes or background color. You can put a photo in the 
background as long as it doesn’t cover faces or make the 

text hard to read.

Objective 1



These are the instructions for the activity. This can be a few 
sentences or a list of steps like this:

1. Do this thing first, and do it like this. 

2. Do this other thing next.

3. Finish by doing this last thing.

This is the name of the Activity



1. Do this thing first, and do it like this. 

2. Do this other thing next.

3. Finish by doing this last thing.

This is the name of the Activity



This is the name of the Objective
This is the objective. You can change the word “Objective” within 

the box above by editing it in the Master Slides.







































Notice how the box 
kinda matches the 
color in the photo.



Notice how the box 
kinda matches the 
color in the photo.



Notice how the box 
kinda matches the 
color in the photo.



Notice how the box 
kinda matches the 
color in the photo.



Notice how the box 
kinda matches the 
color in the photo.



1
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

2
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

3
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

4
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

5
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want



Notice how the box 
kinda matches the 
color in the photo.



of donors do this thing.



of donors do this thing.



of donors do this thing.



of donors do this thing.



of donors do this thing.



of donors do this thing.



of donors do this thing.



statistics



This is sample text that is a good color and size for a few 
sentences. This should be a pretty short description of the text 

or stat above that is easy for your audience to read quickly.

34% of people do this thing



34% 



34% 



23%



34%



34%
of donors do this thing



34%



34%



2015 2016



TRUE? FALSE?



of donors do 
this thing.

On slides like this, let 
the photo speak for 
itself when possible. 

The photo will take up 
about 2/3 of the slide 
and can be on the left 

or right.



of donors do 
this thing.



of donors do 
this thing.

You can match the 
color of the text or 

the background to the 
photo so that the 

content and photo 
feel like a unit.



of donors do 
this thing.



There have 
been a lot of 
disasters.

2001   Tsunami

2002   Earthquake 

2003   Flood 

2004   Refugee Crisis

2005   Earthquake

2006   Flood

2007   Refugee Crisis

2008   Earthquake

2011   Sharknado



Things that are cool 
about kittens

• They’re cuddly

• They are kinda mean

• They have hair

• They have eyeballs

• Kittens are crazy

• Cats are just grown up 
kittens

• They smell funny

• They poop in boxes



of donors did this thing

of donors did this thing 
even better

2014

2015



2014

2015

Stat number 
one

Stat number 
two

Stat number 
three

Stat number 
one

Stat number 
two

Stat number 
three



donors like to do 
stuff that involves 
giving us money

Nonprofits said 
that GlobalGiving is 
their favorite thing 

ever.

Improvement since 
2014 when this 
thing happened



donors like to do 
stuff that involves 
giving us money

Nonprofits said 
that GlobalGiving is 
their favorite thing 

in the world.

Improvement since 
2014 when this 
thing happened



2,314
This is the first 
stat that has a 

longer 
explanation

64%
You can change 
the colors of the 
stat if you want 
to make it more 

interesting

123
This is a really 

short stat 
description

6%
This is the fourth 
stat and it is the 

last one



Jan
This is the first 
stat that has a 

longer 
explanation

Feb
You can change the 
colors of the stat if 
you want to make 
it more interesting

Mar
This is a really 

short stat 
description

Apr
This is the fourth 
stat and it is the 

last one



1
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

2
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

3
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

4
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want

5
You can also 
use the stat 

slides for steps 
if you want



123
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

345
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

456
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

567
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

678
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

12,357
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

2,788
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

332
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

3,445
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this

599
If you really really 

need to cram 8 
stats on one slide 

you can do this



65%
of the facts in this slide 
deck are correct.



quotes



“This slide is for a really short quote. If 
it’s longer, use the dark quote template 

or make the font smaller and Aleo 
Regular or Bold.”





“GlobalGiving is 
cool because I 
can scuba dive 

in the field.”

ALEX CLAYTON



“A quote an be over a photo as long as it doesn’t cover 
anyone’s face and it’s readable. Finding photos that fit this 
criteria is hard, but if you find the right one it works well.”

ACACIA BETANCOURT



“If the photo has an overlay (the colored box over the photo 
that makes it look darker) then you can sometimes get away 

with putting the quote over it, but only if it’s more esoteric and 
it doesn’t cover faces. This photo works.”

ACACIA BETANCOURT



“Something said something cool? Do 
you have a picture of them? Great, 

use it. The quote will be more 
impactful and emotional if you can 

see the person who said it.”

GlobalGiver



TITLE OF SOMETHING





This is a slide with a horizontal photo on top. The text can be 
long if it’s smaller, or big if it’s super short. Be careful not to let the 

text get too close to the bottom edge of the slide. 





This is a caption or point 
about this photo. 

This is a caption or point 
about this photo. 

This is a caption or point 
about this photo. 



Do this thing first. This is a 
short sentence or two at the 

very most.

Do this thing second. This is a 
short sentence or two at the 

very most.

Do this thing last. This is a 
short sentence or two at the 

very most.



This is a caption or point 
about this photo. 

This is a caption or point 
about this photo. 



This is a step in the 4 
step process. You 

can change the 
background photos 

and colors. 

This is a step in the 4 
step process. You 

can change the 
background photos 

and colors. 

This is a step in the 4 
step process. You 

can change the 
background photos 

and colors. 

This is a step in the 4 
step process. You 

can change the 
background photos 

and colors. 



This is an example of 
the slide used as a 
calendar. You can 

change the 
background photos 

and colors. 

January

This is an example of 
the slide used as a 
calendar. You can 

change the 
background photos 

and colors. 

March

This is an example of 
the slide used as a 
calendar. You can 

change the 
background photos 

and colors. 

July

This is an example of 
the slide used as a 
calendar. You can 

change the 
background photos 

and colors. 

September





Nonprofits Donors Companies



Nonprofits Donors Companies





      

      





Awamaki
This is a sentence or two about the 
case study. It can be a short 
paragraph. You can change the size 
of this text, change the colors, 
change the background, and 
change the width of the photo if 
you need more room. But be 
careful not to let the text get too 
long. Less is more. 



Awamaki
This is a sentence or two about the case 
study. It can be a short paragraph. You 
can change the size of this text, change 
the colors, change the background, and 
change the width of the photo if you 
need more room. But be careful not to 
let the text get too long. Less is more. 



These are two things with captions

This is a caption for the photo 
above: a photo credit or a sentence 
about the point you want to make. 

Two photos can be side by side for 
comparison. You also don’t have to 

have captions at all. 



The GlobalGiving Staff is Cool

mgale@globalgiving.org smatheny@globalgiving.org hbelkot@globalgiving.org



A Team of Four

John Hecklinger

Jhecklinger@globalgiving.org

Sonja Lehner

slehner@globalgiving.org

Paige Creigh

pcreigh@globalgiving.org

Britt Lake

blake@globalgiving.org



A Team of Five

John 
Hecklinger

Title goes here. Email 
address may break

Sonja Lehner
Title goes here. Email 
address may break

Paige Creigh
Title goes here. Email 
address may break

Britt Lake
Title goes here. Email 
address may break

Kavita Ann 
Mathew

Title goes here. Email 
address may break



A Team of Six

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh



A Team of Seven

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh Britt Lake

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh



A Team of Eight

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh Britt Lake

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh Britt Lake



John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh Britt Lake Britt Lake

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh Britt Lake

A Team of Nine



A Team of Ten

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh Britt Lake Britt Lake

John 
Hecklinger

Sonja Lehner Paige Creigh Britt Lake Britt Lake



A Team of Eleven



A Team of Twelve



This is the Slide’s 
Headline
This is a paragraph of detail that is 
relevant to the photo. 

• You can make a list of a few 
points if you want. 

• This is the second point.

• This is the third bullet that’s a bit 
longer. 



This slide can compare two things

Thing 1

• This is fake text for this slide.

• There should only be a few 
bullets per slide.

• This is the third bullet. 

• Do you really really need a 
fourth bullet?

Thing 2

• This is fake text for this slide.

• There should only be a few 
bullets per slide.

• This is the third bullet. 

• Do you really really need a 
fourth bullet?



These are three steps
Remember to keep the text relatively short.

Step 1

This is the text for 
step 1. It’s okay if the 
text isn’t as long as 

the boxes.

Step 2 Step 3

This is the third step. 
It can be shorter or 
longer. Even if it’s 
shorter, keep the 

text the same size as 
the other two.

If you really need to 
change the height of 
the gray boxes, you 
can do that from the 

master slide.



4 Things That are Important

Application

This text can 
be a little 

bigger or a 
little smaller. 

Next Step

Make sure 
that the text 
doesn’t get 
too close to 
the edge of 

the box.

Other Thing

• You can 
make a list if 
you want.

• That will 
work nicely.

Post a Project

You can also 
left align the 

text if you 
really want to. 
But it should 

be consistent. 

This can have a subtitle or not



maps + charts



We’re Totally Global

UNITED STATES

1,234

BRAZIL

4,321



27%

This is the United States. We live here.

27%

34%

12%

98%
93%

35%



This is the Europe. Eleanor lives here.

Italy

Germany

France

Spain

Portugal

Ireland

Sweden

1,234

978

2,230

2,145

3,456

1,112

678



Calendar

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday



This cool thing happened, 
and it was great.

Title of Slide: 2002 to 2011

Oh wow, then there’s 
always this. It happened 
one time.

Then yet another thing happened 
because time had passed. 

Also this other 
thing. It was 
the best.



This cool thing happened, and it 
was great.

Title of Slide: 2011 to 2015

Oh wow, then 
there’s always 
this. It happened 
one time.

Then yet another thing happened 
because time had passed. 

Also this other 
thing. It was the 
best.



visualization



• Minimize use of “non-data ink” (If ink doesn’t convey meaning, 
does it need to be included?)

• Make readers work as little as possible (If there’s something 
important you want people to know, tell them!)

• Charts should only be as complicated as they have to be (If 
you’re having trouble showing data in a simple, try breaking it up 
into multiple visualizations

• Embed your source data into the slide directly!

Data Visualization Best Practices



Put your key takeaway in the slide title

Chart titles can act as legends
Thing 1 vs Thing 2



Line charts are good for trends over time

67

166

72



Use horizontal bars when you have 
long category names



Don’t separate comparable data
(Don’t do this)

VS

Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit volup tatem 

accus antium dolor emque lauda nt ium, totam rem aperiam, 

eaque ipsa.

THING TO COMPARE 1
Sed ut perspiciatis unde omnis iste natus error sit volup tatem accus 

antium dolor emque lauda nt ium, totam rem aperiam, eaque ipsa.

THING TO COMPARE 2



Put comparable data close together



Pie charts suck. 
It’s almost impossible to tell the difference between these two



Stacked bars are much clearer
And we can show both raw values and percentages together



slides for 
other stuff

SCREENSHOTS + ICONS + PHOTOS



Wow, we are good looking.

This can be a contact email address, our URL 
or something short about GG staff.



If you must use a screenshot…



If you must use a screenshot…





Oh wow, it works on mobile? Yay!



Two Screenshots Side By Side





These icons are approved. For now.
These are stock icons and aren’t custom to GG but they’re okay to use.



Photo: Seva Mandir + GlobalGiving



Photo: Organization Name 



BEFORE AFTER



DON’T USE USE



reserved for 
disaster stuff



transitions or 
endings



Lunch



Lunch



Lunch



Break



15 min Break







Lunch 



Questions?





Questions?



















Visit GlobalGiving.org/join to get started.










